Applications

Non-residue tamper evident security labels to add security onboard to aircraft doors, interior panels, hatches, emergency equipment, catering trolleys and luggage.

Permanent labels and tapes leaving a mark on the surface when removed and are used to protect the safety of your passengers, crew and planes. Tampertech’s labels can be applied to metal, plastic, cardboard, glass, wood and painted metals.

This low cost security solution is supporting the aviation industry in applications including routine maintenance, physical safety, food and catering requirements, terrorism prevention and safety equipment inspection, to name just a few.

Benefits

Delivers positive control and protection from check in through to baggage claim (landside and airside) – protecting passengers, crew and cargo for private sector, commercial, military and cargo sector.

Simple, secure track and trace features, including individual barcodes and sequential numbers. These individual numbers and receipt tabs ensure cases can be tracked to an individual. Whether being used on luggage or the interior of the aircraft, the labels are placed on the surface whilst the corresponding tag is affixed to the control documents.

Flexible

Can be applied to different surfaces from cardboard, wood through to plastic

Instant Application

Immediate additional layer of security

Individual Options

Sequential numbers, barcodes, QR codes, logos, language

Simple, Secure Solution

Machine or manually applied

Approved

Aiding secure movement of people and goods across all Borders, compliant with the TSA – CCSP/CCSF